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Mathematical Models of Rainstorm Events in Space and Time 
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The spatial and temporal structure of rainfall from storm events is investigated using point process 
techniques. Cells are assumed to be distributed in space either independently according to a Poisson 
process, or with clustering according to a Neyman-Scott scheme. Cells are born randomly through the 
storm and their rain is spread in time and space according to functions which may include random 
parameters. Two processes are studied: the rainfall intensity process which in reality is never measured 
and the cumulative rainfall process through the life of the storm. The mean, variance, and covariance 
structure are obtained for both processes under the different assumed models. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper develops the mathematical structure of several 
conceptual models which are considered to be useful for the 
description of rainfall events in space and time. Such models 
provide an a priori structure for the analysis of the mass of 
space-time data associated with the observational description 
of random precipitation fields. They have further use in ana- 
lytical studies requiring simulation of realistic space-time 
fields. The general framework of this analysis is along similar 
lines to those used by Waymire et al. [1984] and by 
Rodriguez-lturbe et al. [1986], hereafter referred to herein as 
WGR and RCE, respectively. Nevertheless, there are impor- 
tant differences between this work and those just mentioned. 

The WGR [1984] model is a space-time representation of 
the rainfall process where a critical role is played by the mech- 
anism of arrival of the storm events throughout time. Thus 
each realization of the process in the time domain is made up 
of a collection of rainfall events with their own internal struc- 

ture separated by dry periods without rain. This is the reason 
that when viewed through the ensemble the process is station- 
ary in time in addition to being stationary in space because of 
other reasons related to the spatial structure of the rainfall 
model. For many purposes hydrologists and meteorologists 
are frequently interested in the modeling of individual storm 
events, and thus the interarrival structure of the storms does 

not play any role. In this case the time and space covariance 
structure of the WGR model can not be used. 

The RCE [1986] models are addressed to the spatial repre- 
sentation of total rainfall of storm events with no consider- 

ation of the temporal structure which governs the occurrence 
of rain throughout the duration of the storm. In practical 
terms the latter models provide a means for the analysis and 
synthesis of total isohyets over an area which is assumed ho- 
mogeneous from the rainfall point of view and thus the 
models are stationary in space. 
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This paper is addressed to the space and time repre- 
sentation of storm events occurring over an area considered to 
be homogeneous from a rainfall point of view. Explicit con- 
sideration is now given to the nonstationary structure which 
governs the evolution of the event in time. The assumption of 
spatial homogeneity is made to make the analysis tractable in 
a multidimensional framework. For nonhomogeneous regions, 
if one wishes to preserve the physical interpretation of the 
model structure it seems more practical to proceed along the 
lines of a one-dimensional (in time) multivariate (in space) 
model (I. Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., unpublished manuscript, 
1986). 

Two different models will be studied here; they differ ac- 
cording to the spatial distribution of raincells or, more specifi- 
cally, with regard to whether or not spatial clustering of cells 
will or will not be considered. The first model, without clus- 
tering of rain cells, is mathematically much simpler and lends 
itself to several extensions which seem untractable with the 

second model. Although there is evidence for clustering of rain 
cells [e.g., Houze, 1981] from radar echoes, for example, it has 
also been found that representations without clustering permit 
the spatial parameterization of storm rainfall for air mass 
thunderstorms (P.S. Eagleson et al., unpublished manuscript, 
1986). Thus both types of models are of interest for generic 
probabilistic space-time distributions of storm precipitation. 

Throughout all the analysis it is necessary to distinguish 
between two processes •(t, z) and h(T, z). The process •(t, z) 
represents the rainfall intensity at time t at the point of spatial 
coordinates z, its units are (LT-•) and in reality it is never 
measured. What the hydrologist observes is h(T, z), which 
represents the cumulative depth of rainfall in an interval of 
length T at the point of coordinates z. One may then define 
h(T, z) as 

fro T h(T, z) = •(t, z) dt (1) 

The process h(T, z) has units of length (L) and through its 
dependence on z represents the isohyetal pattern of the storm 
at time T. 

The analytical structure of the models is addressed to the 
description of •(t, z) which is the underlying but nonetheless 
unobservable physical process. From the structure of •(t, z) 
the characteristics of h(T, z) are then calculated and it is from 
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the properties of h(T, z) that the model parameters can be 
estimated and the model adequacy can be tested. 

2. MODEL WITH POISSON OCCURRENCE OF RAIN CELLS IN 
SPACE 

This model assumes that each storm event is made up of a 
random number of rain cells which occur in space according 
to a homogeneous two-dimensional Poisson process with pa- 
rameter •(L- 2). In the first part of the analysis we will consider 
the rain cells as static, although later on allowances will be 
made for the cells to move with a common velocity U = (U•, 
U2). Each cell spreads its rain according to a function gio(t 
- z; ]]z- y]]) which represents the rainfall intensity at time t 

on point z from a cell born at time r at point y. The subindex 
i 0 stands for' the intensity at the center of the cell at the 
moment the cell is born; it is considered a random variable 
which takes different values at different cells. The function 

gio( ) is taken to have the separable structure 

gio(a, r) = ioO •(a)g2(r) (2) 

where "a" is the age of the cell and r the distance from the 
center of the cell to the point under consideration. Fur- 
thermore, we will assume 

g•(a) - e -•a a >_ 0 
(3) 

gl(a) = 0 a < 0 

g2(r) = exp [ -- 2•2] (4) 
Equation (3) represents a single exponential decay in time of 
the rain intensity. The parameter 0• has units of time (T-•), 
and 0•-• is a qualitative measure of the cell's mean lifetime, 
since the total rain deposited at each cell center is io0•-•. For 
the time being we will assume that the random variable i o has 
statistical characteristics, e.g., E[io], which remain constant 
through the ensemble of storms. Later on this assumption will 
be relaxed allowing E[io] to vary from storm to storm. 

Equations (3) and (4) are simplistic representations of a 
much more complex reality. Thus for example, actual rain 
cells have a growth period as well as a decay period, a fact 
that is not represented in (3) where only the decay period is 
being modeled. Nevertheless, these assumptions are made for 
mathematical tractability and in order to reduce the number 
of parameters. Thus although the individual model cells do 
not incorporate all the known features of the rain cells, one 
hopes that the resulting rainfall process •(t, z) will resemble 
the main statistical characteristics of actual rainfall. This ap- 
proach has proved to be fruitful in the past where the models 
of total storm rainfall proposed by Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 
[1986] have been shown to be capable of reproducing impor- 
tant features of the spatial distribution of total storm precipi- 
tation as observed in 428 summer storms in Arizona (P.S. 
Eagleson et al., unpublished manuscript, 1986). 

Equation (4) represents a quadratically exponential decay in 
space of the rain intensity from the cell center; the value 2rid 2 
may be viewed as a qualitative measure of the cell's spatial 
extent. In the extensions of the present model we will analyze 
the case where a fluctuating stochastic structure is imposed on 
top of the decaying trend from the cell center represented in 
(4). 

The rainfall intensity process •(t, z) results from the contri- 
butions of all the cells in the storm: 

•(t,z)=fR f•gio(t-r; [z-Y)X(dr, dY) 2 

(5) 

where X(dr, dy) represents the number of cells born in the 
interval dr around r in a region dy around y. The integral over 
space is assumed to cover the whole R e region under the 
hypothesis that the area covered by the storm is much larger 
than the area covered by a cell. The integral over time goes 
from the beginning of the storm up to time t at which we are 
evaluating •(t, z). 

The mean of •(t, z) is 

E[•(t, z)]: fR f• E[gio(t- z' z- y I)]' E[X(dz, dy)] 2 

(6) 

where the assumption has been made that cell occurrences in 
space and time are independent of the spread characteristics. 
The last expectation of (6) is 

E[X(dr, dy)] = px(•(r, y) dr dy (7) 

where px(•( ) is the first-order product moment density of the 
process X. Assuming furthermore that the features of oc- 
currences of rain cells in time and space are separable in the 
sense that 

px(•)(r, y) = p•(•>(r) ß p2(•)(y) (8) 

and that throughout time cells are born stochastically accord- 
ing to an exponential distribution with parameter/•, one gets 

px{•(r, y) = •,6e- g' (9) 

Notice that we are not assuming that the interarrival time of 
the cells is exponential and thus that they also follow a Pois- 
son process in time but rather that the occurrence time of any 
cell from the beginning of the storm is governed by an ex- 
ponential distribution. 

The mean of the rainfall intensity process is thus obtained 
from (6) as 

EE•(t, z)] = EEiø]2I•2nD2 (e -g' -- e -•') (10) 

The maximum mean rainfall intensity occurs at a time t* 
which is obtained from (10) as 

t* = In (11) 

The mean cumulative depth of rainfall at different time in- 
tervals is 

EEh(T, z)] = E[•(t, z)] dt 

or 

E[iø]'•'fl2r•D2I(1--e-gr) (1--e-•T) 1 (12) E[h(r, z)] = (0•-- fi) fi 0• ' 
For illustrative purposes (10) and (12) are plotted in Figures 1 
and 2 as functions of t and T, respectively. The values used for 
the parameters are as follows: E[io] = 1.00 mm/min, /• = 6.6 
x 10 -3 cells/min, 2rid 2= 30 km 2, 0• =0.025 min -•, and 

• = 0.016 cells/km 2. 
The covariance function of the rainfall intensity field in 
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Fig. 1. Expected value of the rainfall intensity process as a func- 
tion of time from the beginning of the storm (values used for the 
parameters are described in the text). 
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Fig. 3. Standard deviation of the rainfall intensity process as a 
function of time from the beginning of the storm (values used for the 
parameters are described in the text). 

space and time is 

Cov [•(t•, z•), •(t2, Z2) ] -- EE•(t•, z•). •(t2, z2) ] 

- EE•(t,, z,)] ß EE•(t2, z2) ] (13) 

Appendix A contains the evaluation of (13)' the final result is 

$•]•E[io 2] 
Cov [•(t•, z•), •(t2, z2) ] = • e -•'• 

(2•-/5) 

[e (•-•)t2 -- e-•t2]lrD2e-d2/('*D2) t• _• t 2 (14) 

where d is the distance between the points z• and z 2. 
The autocovariance of •(t, z) is obtained by setting d - 0 in 

(•4) 

Cov [•(t,, z), •(t2, z)] 2flE[iø2] = • e-•tl 
(2•-/5) 

[e (•-#)t2 - e -•'2] /•D 2 t• _> t 2 (15) 

The variance of •(t, z) is 

Var [•(t, z)] 2fiE[iø2] = • •:D2[e - at _ e- 2•t] (16) 
(2•-/5) 
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Fig. 2. Expected value of the cumulative rainfall process as a 
function of time from the beginning of the storm (values used for the 
parameters are described in the text). 

From (16) the maximum variance of the rainfall intensity field 
occurs at a time t** equal to 

t** = In (17) 

An extensive analysis of thunderstorm events in Arizona by 
P.S. Eagleson et al. (unpublished manuscript, 1986) has 
shown that the total rainfall depth at the center of the cell is 
well described by an exponential distribution. This gives us 
some license to think that i 0 may also be described by an 
exponential distribution. Figure 3 shows the standard devi- 
ation of •(t, z) for the same values of the parameters used in 
Figures 1 and 2 and with i 0 taken as exponentially distributed 
so that E[io 2] = 2E21i0]. 

The covariance function of the cumulative rainfall process 
h(T, z) is 

Cov [h(T,, z,), h(T2, z2) ] 

= Cov [•(t•, z•), •(t2, z2) ] dt• dt 2 

2flE[i o 2]/I:D 2 e - d2/(•D2) 
g(• - 

[ ' e-•r• •• + (e -•t•-- 1) Y(Y- fl) •2 + 

e-•T2 •)• - + •(•_ T: • T, (•8) 
The autocovariance of the cumulative depth of rainfall is of 
special interest and is obtained from (18) by setting d = 0. The 
variance of h(T, z) is obtained by setting d = 0 and T• = T: = 
T' 

2•- • Var •h(T, z)] = (2• -- fl) (1 -- e L.• • 
1 

+ • (2e -•r - 1- e -•r) 
•(•- •) 

+ • (2e -•r -- 1 -- e-a•r) (19) 
If in the moments of h(T, z) the interval T tends to infinity one 
obtains the corresponding expressions for the total storm rain- 
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Fig. 4. Standard deviation of the cumulative rainfall process as a 
function of time from the beginning of the storm (values used for the 
parameters are described in the text). 

fall. Thus using (12) and (19) we obtain 

,•EEio]21rD 2 
EEh(c•, z)] = (20) 

2E[io2]zrD 2 
Var [h(c•, z)] = •2 (21) 

Figures 4 and 5 show the standard deviation and auto- 
correlation function of h(T, z) as functions of T and (T•, T2), 
respectively, for the same values of the parameters used in 
Figures 1, 2, and 3. 

When ion-• is made equal to the total rainfall depth at the 
cell center, (20) and (21) are the same as those obtained by 
Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. [1986] for the quadratic exponential 
spread model of total storm rainfall. This model was found to 
fit well the spatial correlation structure and the statistical dis- 
tribution characteristics of observed thunderstorm rainfall (P. 
S. Eagleson et al., unpublished manuscript, 1986). 

A random variable of considerable hydrologic interest is the 
percentage of dry area in a storm field. For this it is necessary 
to distingu•ish between two different variables' (1) the area 
which is not receiving rain at a particular instant t; this 
random variable is controlled by the rainfall intensity process 
•(t, z) and ;Will be denoted by AdO' and (2) the area which has 
not received rain up to a time T measured from the beginning 
of the storm; this' variable is conirolled by the cumulative 
rainfall process h(T, z) and will be denoted by Ao(T). 

The mean value of Ao(t ) can be estimated by assuming the 
process •(t, z) is described at a point z at any time t by a 
two-parameter gamma probability distribution function' 

foil(t, z)]O- 1 
fEb(t, z)] -- e -ø½(t") •( ) •_ 0 (22) 

r(o) 

Since E[•] = 0/6 and Var [•] = 0/62 one can write the two 
parameters as 

(2• - l•)[e -•' - e -•'] 
6 = (23) 

(•x 7 ll)E[io][ e-•'- e- 
, 

(2• -/3)[e -#'- e-•t]2,•fl2zrD 2 
0 = (24) 

• (•X -- fl)2[e-t•t -- e-2at] 

Thus for any time • (23) and (24) define the parameters •5 
and 0 which control the assumed gamma distribution. One 
may then consider as lack of rain at time t an intensity of 

rainfall •(t, z! less than an arbitrary cutoff value of e(LT-•). 
The cumulative gamma distribution evaluated at e will then 
yield the expected proportion of the storm area which is not 
receiving rain at time t. The estimation of E[Ao(T)] is done in 
the same manner but now 5 = E[h(T, z)]/Var [h(T, z)] and 
0 = E2[h(T, z)]/Var [h(T, z)-I where the mean and variance of 
h(T, z) are given in (12) and (19), respectively. 

3. EXTENSIONS OF THE MODEL WITH POISSON OCCURRENCES 
OF RAIN CELLS IN SPACE 

3.1. Variation Between Storms 

One generalization of the model discussed in section 2 is to 
suppose that each storm is described by the parameters 2, fi, 
D, •, and E[io] but that the parameters vary from storm to 
storm in a random fashion. For the spatial models of total 
storm rainfall developed by Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. [1986] it 
has been found that except for the spread parameter D which 
is relatively constant, there exist considerable variations from 
storm to storm in 2 and the mean total depth at the center of 
the cell Eliot-•] (P.S. Eagleson et al., unpublished manu- 
script, 1986). In the case of 2 although it has a large coefficient 
of variation (close to 2 for Arizona thunderstorms) most of its 
values are confined to a small interval near the origin in an 
exponential type of distribution. For this reason it seems likely 
that for the model discussed in section 2 variation in E[io] is 
of most importance so that the special case in which 2, D, •, 
and/• are fixed is specially interciting. 

Considering E[io]- #io a random variable varying from 
storm to storm we get 

E[h(T, z)] - E{EEh(T, z)lt,,o]} (25) 

or 

E[#io]2fi2•D 2 (1 e-•r) (1 e 
E[h(r, Z)] = (y --/3) /3 

Similarly, for the variance 

Var [h(T, z)] - E(Var [h(T, z)l/%]} + Var (E[h(T, z)l/aio]} 

(27) 

Assuming now that within each storm io is exponentially dis- 

1.0 

•t o. 2•- 
I I I I I • 

5O I00 150 2OO 

TI ,(minutes) 

Fig. 5. Autocorrelation function of the cumulative rainfall process 
as a function of time measured from the beginning of the storm (lag 
T 2 - Tx is fixed at 30 min; values used for the parameters are de- 
scribed in the text). 
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tributed, (27) yields 

Var [h(T, z)] = (20• --/•) (1 -- e ) 0q•(0• -- fl) 

1 (2e -•r 1 -- e -•r) + • (2e -•r 1 -- e-2•r) + •(•- •) 

Var [•io]22•24•2D a (1 -- e •r) (1 -- e (28) + (•- •): • - 
For the covariance function we again uge the technique of 
conditional expectation: 

Coy [h(r•, z•), h(r2, z2)]=E{Cov [h((r•, z•), h(r2, z2)l•,o] } 
+ Coy {E[h(T•, z•)lg•o], E[h(T2, z2)lg•o]} (29) 

Taking io within each storm to be an exponentially distributed 
random variable the two terms on the right-hand side of (29) 
are given by 

•{Cov [h(r•, z•), h(r:, z:)l•,o]} 

= (2• - •) ' (• - •-•) + •(• - •• 

+ (e -•- 1) •(•_ •) •2 

e-gT2 + •(• _ •) [• - e {'-"] T2 • r• (30) 
Cov{•[h(r•, z•)l•,o], •[h(r:, 

=Var[•io] (•_•)2 • - 

Notice that when d • • the first term of the covariance func- 

tion given by (30) goes to zero but there exists a nonzero 
limiting covariance given by (31) which represents the corre- 
lation arising from the component of variance between storms. 
This is an important feature that has been verified by P.S. 
Eagleson et al. (unpublished manuscript, 1986) in their esti- 
mate of the spatial covariance of total storm rainfall from an 
ensemble of 428 observed summer storms in Arizona. 

3.2ß Nonconstant Spread Functions 

The spread function governing the rain distribution in time 
and space from each cell was defined by (2)-(4). We will still 
consider i o to be a random variable giving the rainfall inten- 
sity at the cell center at the moment the cell is born; • contin- 
ues to be a fixed parameter controlling the decay of the cell 
intensity with time. Two changes are now introduced regard- 
ing the spread function as follows. 

1. D is now a random variable subh that D's referring to 
different cells are mutually independent and independent of i o. 

2. A random fluctuation is imposed around the decaying 
trend in rainfall intensity from the cell center. This is accom- 
plished by a "jitter" Zz(x ), a stochastic process with constant 
marginal distribution and such that E[Zz(x)] = 1. The jitter is 
taken to be independent of i o and D. The notation Z•(x) re- 
flects the value of the jitter at the point x from the spread of a 
cell centered at z. The spread function is now 

•]io(t -- r; IIZ -- yll) - ioe-•"-•)Zz(y)'#2(ll z - Yll ;O) (32) 

where 32( ) is still given by (4) with D being now a random 
variableß The mean value of the rainfall intensity process •(t, z) 
is still given by (6) where •he expectation E[aio(t- r;llz -- YlI)] 
is now to be taken over the distribution of (io, Z•, D): 

E[•(t, z)] = fa• f•E[io]e-•'t-•'E[exP (2•2)] 
ß 2•e -• dr r dr dO (33) 

where r = Ilz - yll and we have changed to polar coordinates. 
Equation (33) can be written as 

E[•(t, z)] = E[io]2 fl e-•tt-•)e-ø• dr 2hE re -r2/12ø2) dr 

(34) 

which yields 

2nE[D2]E[io]2fl 
E[•(t, z)] = [e © e -•'] {35) 

(• --/•) 

The mean cumulative depth of rainfall at the lapsed time T is 

_ _ _-•r)] (36) 2nE[D2]E[io]2I• (1 e -ør) (1 e 
E[h(T, z)] = (0•-/•) /• a 
The covariance function of ½(t, z) is now 

Cov [•(t•, z•), •(t2, z2) ] 

= E[gio(t • -- r; Hz• -- Yll)gio(t2 -- r; [Iz 2 -- y 
2 

•0 •2 2fle-ø•dz dy = ).flE[io 2] e-•('•-øe-•('2-øe -O• dz 

(gll -- y•)2 4- (g21 -- Yl) 2] 2D 2 

[ (g12--y2)2-}-(J22--y2)21} ß exp - dyi dy 2 (37) 2D 2 

t I >_ t 2 

Assume now that the jitters Zy(Z•) and Zy(z2) are uncorrelated 
for z• • z 2. Then 

E[Zy(Zl)- Zy(z2) ] = 1 z• • z 2 (38) 

Equation (37) thus yields the covariance function 

Cov [•(t 1,/1), •(t2, Z2)] ;cflE[iø2] = • e-•t•[e(•- O)t• 
(2•-0) 

ß E[D2e -a2/(4192)] t• > t 2 Z 1 •= z 2 (39) 

When z i = z 2 = z we have 

E[Zy(Z) ß Zy(z)] -- E[Zo 2] = Var Z o + 1 (40) 
and (37) yields the autocovariance function 

)c•E[io2]•E[Zo2] ß •[0 2] 
Cov [•(t•, z), •(t2, z)] = (2• -/•) 

ß e-•t•[e(•-0),•_ e-•,•] t I >_ t 2 (41) 

The variance is obtained setting t• = t 2 - t in (41): 

2flE[io2]E[go2]rcE[D 2] 
Var [•(t, z)] = 

(2• -/•) 
(e -ø' -- e-2•') (42) 
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Equations (39)-(41) contain expectation functions of D 2 which 
for practical purposes are more conveniently written in an 
explicit manner. 

The spread parameter D-• in the model of the total storm 
rainfall was found to follow a gamma distribution across the 
ensemble of 428 summer storms in Arizona studied by P.S. 
Eagleson et al. (unpublished manuscript, 1986). This gives us 
some basis for assuming a gamma distribution for the random 
variable D-2 characterizing the spread of the different cells of 
a storm. In this case 

1 O(Ox) o- •e -ø• 
- x --, (43) 

D 2 

Then it is easy to show that 

0 ø 1 
ElD 2e- d2/(4D2)] -- (44) 

+0 

0 
ElD •] _ (45) 

fi--1 

The autocovariance of the cumulative rainfall process h(T, 
z) is obtained by integrating (41). The result is 

•fiE[io2]•zE[D2][Var (Zo)+ 1] 
Cov [h(r•, z), h(r 2, z)] - 

(2a- fi) 

ß (1 -- e-t•rx)[ 1 + + (e -•rx-- 1) 

[ 1 e-•r= •2] e-•r= O•(O•- /•) O• 2 F + cz(o•- fi) [1 e (•-•)r'] (46) 
T:•>T1 

The variance of h(T, •) is obtained by setting T• = T= = T in 
(46): 

Var [h(T, z)] = • 2fiE[iø2] rcE[D2][Var (Zo) + 1] 

1 ß {1- e -• }L'=•- •-__•)j + • (2e -ø'T -- 1 -- e -I•T) 

1 } (47) + • (2e -•r - 1 - e-2•T) 

3.3ß Incorporation of Cell Motion 
The model is now the same one described in section 2 but 

the cells have a common velocity U = (Ux, U2) relative to 
fixed coordinates on the ground. The spread function now 
becomes 

q,o( )=g'o{ t-- z' z--[y--U(t--*)] } (48) 
in order to account for the fact that the cell born at (z, y) has 
moved to another position at time t from which it spreads its 
rain to point z. 

The mean rainfall intensity is now 

E[•(t,z)]=J•2I•E[io] e - •(t - r) 

[z, - y, - u,(t- + [z,_ - ß exp -- 2D 2 Y2- U2(t- 

E[iø]2fi2•D2 [e-" -- e-"] (49) 2fie-" dr dy = (•_ fi) 
which is the same as in the static case given by (10). The mean 
of the cumulative rainfall prOCess h(T, z) is again given by (12). 

The covariance function of •(t, z) is obtained applying (A3) 
with the new form of the spread function followed by the 
application (twice) of (A9). The result is 

•,fiE[io211rD 2 
Cov [•(t 1, Zl), •(t 2, Z2)] -- 

. e-•tt[e(•-g)t2 __ e-•t2] 

1 U•(t• -- t2)] 2 ß exp --•-• {[Zll -- Z21 -- 

-Jr- [Z12 -- Z22 -- U2(tl -- t2)]2}} tl >-- t2 (50) 
The autocovariance is obtained by setting z• = zx = z in (50)' 

2•E[io 2] 
Cov [•(tx, z), •(t2, z)] = (2cz- fi---•• e-•'t[e(•-•)'2 - e-•'2]•D2 

[ U 2(t•--t2)2,] t•>t2 (51) exp -- 4D 2 - 

___ 2 nt - U2 2 the square modulus of the velocity where U 2 U• , 
vector. From (51) the variance is obtained by setting t•-- 
t2=t' 

]cl•E[i02] •D2 - 2•t] (52) Var [•(t, z)] = [e -or - e 

which is identical to (16) for the static case. 
The variance and covariance of the cumulative rainfall pro- 

cess h(T, z) can in principle be obtained from integration of 
the covariance of the process •(t, z). We were not successful in 
obtaining closed analytical results from the above integral and 
moreover some possible approximations led to very cumber- 
some and lengthy expressions which suggested that for any 
particular parameter values straightforward numerical inte- 
gration may be the preferable procedure for obtaining the 
second-order statistical characteristics of h(T, z). 

4. MODEL WITH CLUSTERING OF RAIN CELLS IN SPACE 

The models discussed up to this point have all assumed that 
rain cells are distributed in space according to a two- 
dimensional Poisson process. A modeling scheme will now be 
presented which allows for spatial clustering of rain cells. The 
modeling scheme seems adequate, especially for extratropical 
cyclonic storms which cover large areas. Rainfall occurs over a 
large region called the large mesoscale area (LMSA). Inside 
the LMSA region there occur regions of more intense rainfall 
due to the clustering of rain cells which are called small meso- 
scale areas (SMSA). Rain cells are assumed to be distributed 
in space according to a two-dimensional Neyman-Scott pro- 
cess. Over the LMSA there are a number of cluster centers, 
which follow a Poisson process in space with parameter p. 
The cluster centers are not rain cells, but are just points over 
the LMSA around which the density of cells is larger than in 
other regions. Each cluster center has associated with itself a 
random number of rain cells' the number of cells associated 
with the clusters are independent and identically distributed 
random variables v, independent of the Poisson process which 
governs the recurrence of cluster centers. Rain cells are born 
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stochastically in space and time according to the function fx(r, 
y) dr dy which denotes the probability of occurrence of a birth 
center point of a cell, due to a cluster center at x, within dr dy 
of the point (r, y). We take as f,,(r, y) the function: 

where 

f,,(r, y) = 0 if r < 0 

fx(r, Y)=f(•>(r)f{2>(llz- xll) otherwise 
(53) 

f(•)(r) =/•e -½• r > 0 (54) 

1 exp { (Yl - Xl) 2 (Y2 -- 'X;2)2• f(2)( y _ x )= 2tea---- • - 2a 2 -- •a 5 j (55) 
(x•, x2) within R 2 

Equation (55) assumes a circular distribution of cells around 
the cluster center but it would be easy to modify this to allow 
for an elliptical distribution of rain cells in space around their 
respective cluster centers. Each cell spreads its rain in time and 
space according to the spread function gio(t- r; IIz- yl[) de- 
fined by (2) as in the nonclustering case. 

The mean of the rainfall intensity process is 

z)] = fj E[g,o(t--r; ,[z--y )].E[X(dr, dy)] 2 

(56) 

where 

E[X(dr, dy)] = p,,(r, y) dy dr (57) 

represents the probability of a cell occurrence within dr dy of 
the point (r, y). In this model we have 

px(*, y)= •• px.c•(*, y)t,•(x) dx (58) 2 

where Px,c,,(r, y) dr dy is the mean number of cells within dr dy 
of the point (r, y) supported by a cluster center at x; pc(x) dx is 
the mean number of cluster centers within dx of x. In this 

model we have 

pc(X) dx = p dx (59) 

Px,cx(r, y)= E[v] ß f,,(r, y) (60) 

Substituting (59) and (60) into (58) with fx(r, y) given by (53) 
and carrying out the integration yields 

p,,(r, y)= aE[v]lSe -• (61) 

The mean of the rainfall intensity process is then 

E[•(t, z)] = E[iø]pflE[v]2r•D2 (e -•'-- e -•') (62) 
(• -/•) 

The mean value of the cumulative rainfall process is obtained 
as 

E[io]PlIE[v]2r•D2 I e-•r)_(1--e 1 (1-- -•r! (63) E[h(T, z)] = (• -- j5) • • 
The maximum mean rainfall intensity occurs at a time t* 

t* = In (64) 

The expected value of the total storm rainfall is obtained from 
(63) by letting T tend to infinity: 

E[io]pE[v ] 2red 2 
E[h(oo, z)] -- (65) 

Note that (62), (63), and (65) are identical to the corresponding 
ones of the nonclustering model when the product pœ[v] is 
interchanged with 2, since they represent the mean number of 
rain cells per unit area in each of the two models. Thus Fig- 
ures 1 and 2 are also illustrative of (62) and (63) as long as 2 is 
now interpreted as equivalent to piE[v]. 

The covariance of the rainfall intensity process is derived in 
Appendix B; the final result is 

Cov [•(t•, z•), •(t 2, z2) ] 

pE[v]flE[io 2] 
(2• -/•) 

e- •'• [e (•- •)t2 __ e- ott2] 

%D2e -a2/(a. D2) + 
œ[v(v- •)]a/•'•'-[io]nO • 

(0• -- fl)2(D2 -3- 0 '2) 

[ i] (e -or' - e-•t')(e -•2 - e -•t') exp - 4(D2 + 0' 2 (66) 

t• _> t 2 

The autocovariance of the rainfall intensity process is ob- 
tained from (66) by setting d = 0. The variance is obtained by 
makingd=0and t•=t2=t' 

p E[v]flE[ io 217rD 2 
Var [•(t, z)] = (e -•t-- e-2•zt) 

(2•-/•) 

E[v(v - 1)]pfl2E2[io]7rD '* 
+ (e -at- e-•t) 2 (67) 

(•z- fi)2(D2 + 0 '2) 

Notice that the first term in (66) is identical to the covariance 
of the nonclustering Poisson model as given in (14). One needs 
to remember, however, that 2 in the nonclustering model is 
now equivalent to pE[v]. Thus the first term in (66) can be 
interpreted as the contribution of the imbedded Poisson struc- 
ture which governs the spatial recurrence of the cluster cen- 
ters; the second term in that expression is then the contri- 
bution from the clustering structure operating on top of the 
imbedded Poisson pattern. 

The covariance of the cumulative rainfall process h(T, z) is, 
after integration: 

Coy [h(T•, z 0, h(T 2, z2) ] -- K• + K 2 

where 

p E[v]flE[ io217rD 2 
K• -- 

(2•-/•) 

(l-e-•t') + fi(o•-fi) +(e-=t' -1) 

T 2 > T• (68) 

[ 1 e-•r' 1] e -•r' _ } _ •(0• -/1)- •5-- + •'• + •(• _ fi) [1 - e (• fl)T1] e d2/(•D2) 
T 2 • T• (69) 

E[v(v-- l)]pfl2E2[io]•D• [ K 2 = (• __ fl)2(D2 + 62 ) exp -- 4(D 2 + 

ß - - (70) 
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The autocovariance of •(t, z) is obtained by setting d = 0 in 
(69) and (70). For d=0 and Tx= T:=T one obtains the 
variance 

p E[ v]flE[ io 2]rcD 2 
Var [h(r, z)] = 

(2•- 0) 

F2• 2 -3•_• + •2_ 2e-t•r 

½ 
+ •2(•_ fl) •2 _] + (•_ fl)2(D2 + a2) 

[(,-e -•r) (1 ;-=r).12 ß • -- (71) 
The differences between the variance and autocovariance func- 

tions of the process •(t, z) and h(T, z) of the clustering model 
and the corresponding functions of the nonclustering case 
depend heavily on the parameters being considered. Neverthe- 
less, it is interesting to notice that Figures 4 and 5 are almost 
the same for the clustering case with parameters' E[io] = 1.00 
mm/min, • = 6.6 x 10- 3 cells/min, 2•D 2 = 30 km 2, 0• = 0.025 
min -•, pE[v]=O.016 cells/km 2, p=0.004 clusters/km 2, 
a = 5.47 km, E[v] = 4, and E[v(v -- 1)] = E2[v] = 16 (v being 
taken as a Poisson distributed random variable). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper demonstrates the feasibility of modeling the spa- 
tial and temporal structure of rainstorm events through math- 
ematical multidimensional point process techniques. The 
models address the representation of the rainfall intensity pro- 
cess •(t, z) which in reality is never measured. Nevertheless, the 
estimation of the parameters may be carried out using the 
method of moments on the cumulative rainfall process h(T, z), 
whose statistical characteristics have been derived based on 

those of •(t, z). Thus using the mean, variance, and covariance 
structure of the historical data coupled with the corresponding 
expressions of the process h(t, z) allows estimation of the 
model parameters. This line of research is presently being pur- 
sued by the authors through detailed analysis of the space and 
time structure of a large number of storms observed by a 
93-station network in and around the 154-km 2 Walnut Gulch 

catchment in Arizona. Surely, some of the present analytical 
assumptions will be modified as a result of the ongoing data 
analysis but we believe the models themselves will be of great 
value in evaluating and parameterizing the mass of data from 
space-time random fields. 
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APPENDIX A 

This appendix contains the calculations for evaluation of 
the covariance function of the rainfall intensity field for the 
nonclustering case as defined in (13). The first term is written 
as 

EE•(t•, z•)-•(t 2, z2) ] = J• + J2 

where 

J•--••E[gio,,,(t•-ra' z•--y• ) ß gio{2•(t2-r2'lz2--Y2l)] 
ß px(2)(r•, Y•' r2, Y2) dr• dy• ß dr 2 dy 2 

(A1) 

(A2) 

J2 = • E[gio(t 1 -- r' Z• -- y ) 
ß Qio(t2 -- r' IIZ 2 -- y )]px(X)(r, y) dr dy (A3) 

Each of the integral signs in (A2) and (A3) stands for an inte- 
gral in time and a double integral in spaceß J• represents the 
contribution of E[•(t•, z•) ß •(t 2, z2) ] from cells born simulta- 
neously in small neighborhoods around (r•, y•) and (r 2, Y2). 
Thus px(2)(rx, y•' r2, Y2) dr• dr 2 dy• dy 2 represents the mean 
number of cells occurring simultaneously around (r•, y•) and 
(T2' Y2)' 

E[X(dz•, dye). X(dz 2, dy2)] 

= px(2)(zx, Y•' T2, Y2) dz• dr 2 dy• dy 2 (A4) 

J2 in (A1) represents the contribution to E[•(t•, z•) ß •(t2, z2) ] 
from cells born in the neighborhood of (r, y). Thus 

E[X(dr, dy)] = p•{•)(r, y) dr dy (A5) 

where from (9) 

p•{•)(r, y)= •fie -•* (A6) 

Substitution of these expressions into (A3) and taking t• • t 2 
gives J2 as 

J2 = •fl E[io2] e-•(t•-O 
2 

. exp -- e- •{t2 --*) 
2D 2 

[ (z2•-y•)2+(z22-Y2)2.]e_•drdy2dy2 (A7) ß exp - 
2D 2 

The integral in time goes up to t 2 because the term e -•{•:-ø is 
zero for r > t 2. The term E[io 2] appears because in J2 we are 
dealing with the same cell around (r, y), that being the reason 
for the notation [q•o{•, q•o{2•] used in the expression of J• 
where we are dealing with different cellsß Equation (A7) can be 
written as 

J2 = •E[i02] e-•(t• +t:) e (2•-•)* dr 

•;•[ (Jll--yl)2+(J21--yl)2']dY ß exp - 
2D 2 

ß exp -- 
2D 2 -- 

The integrals in the spatial coordinates can be solved through 
the identity 

•• exp {-[(w - •)2 + (z - •)2]/2a2} d• 
= (•)x/2a exp - 4a 2 j (A9) 

Equation (A9) is used extensively in Waymire et al. [1984] 
where it is derived' its application in (A8) followed by the 
solution of the time integral yields J2 as 

•E[io 2] 
J2 = (2• -- •) e-•t•[e{•-o)t: -- e-•t:]•D2e-a:/{•D:• (A10) 

t• • t 2 
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where d is the distance between the points z• and z 2. 
For the evaluation of J1 one first notices that g•o•,•( ) and 

g•o•2,( ) in (A2) are independent and moreover that px (2) ( ) is 
given by 

Px(Z)(r•, Y•' r2' Y2)-' '•fie-•'2fi (All) 

Thus J• is simply the product of the expected values 

J• -- E[•(t•, z•)] ß E[•(t 2, z2) ] (A12) 

The covariance of the rainfall intensity field in space and time 
is then 

Coy [•(t•, z•), •(t 2, z2)] = '/2 (A13) 

APPENDIX B 

This appendix contains the evaluation of the covariance 
function of the rainfall intensity field resulting from the clus- 
tering model. We first evaluate the expectation 

E[•(tl, z•), •(t2, z2) ] = J• + J2 (B1) 

where $• and J2 are defined by (A2) and (A3), respectively. We 
will follow the same general path of analysis of Waymire et al. 
[1984]. 

Evaluation of J2 

From (61) we know that 

E[X(d17, dy)] = pE[v]fle -• dy dr 

Substituting (B2) into (A3) one gets 

J2 = pE[v]flE[io 2] e-•½t•-O 
2 

I (211--yl)2 + (z12 -- Y2) 2] ß exp -- , e-ø•(t2- 
2D 2 

[ (22•--Y•)2 +(222--Y2) 2] ß exp -- e- 
2D 2 

(B2) 

d17 dy• dy 2 (B3) 

t• & t 2 

These integrals are identical to those appearing in (A8) and 
thus 

e/•[v]/3/•[io :] 
J2 = e-•e'[e (•-a)e2 -- e-•e2]•tD2e -a2/(aa2) (B4) 

(2•- fi) 

tl •_ t 2 

where d is the distance between the points z• and z 2. 

The first term on the right-hand side of (BS) accounts for the 
case in which one cluster center contributes to the occurrence 

of cells (17•, y•) and (172, Y2)- The second term on the right-hand 
side reflects the fact that such occurrences may be due to two 
distinct cluster centers. In (B5) the terms are as follows ß 

p½(•)(x) dx = pdx 

is the mean number of cluster centers within dx of x. 

pc(2)(Xl, X2) dxa, dx 2 = p2 dx• dx 2 

is the mean number of cluster centers within dx• of x• and dx 2 
of x 2. 

Px,o,(•)(17, y) dr dy = E[v]f• (r, y) dr dy 

is the mean number of cells occurring within (dr, dy) of (r, y) 
supported by a cluster center at x. 

Px,cx(2)(171, Yl' 172, Y2) d171 d172 dyl dy 2 

= E[v(v- 1)] .fx(rl, y•)fx(r2, Y2) drl dr 2 dy• dy 2 

is the mean number of cells occurring within (d17•, dy 0 and 
(d172, dY2) of (17•, y•) and (%, Y2) supported by a cluster center 
at x. The first term on the right-hand side of (BS) is then 

I• = fl• E[v(v- 1)] -f,,(171, yl)'fx(%, Y2)' P dx 2 

= E[v(v- 1)] ß p fu f(•)(rx).f(2)(lly• _ x ) 2 

ß f(•)(r2)f(2)( Y2 -- X[[) dx (B6) 

Substitution of the expressions for f(x)( ) and f(2)( ) in (B6) 
followed by rearranging the spatial exponential terms and ap- 
plication of (A9) leads to 

E[v(v- 1)]. pfi2e-•(*•+*2) 

ß exp 4a 2 [(y• -- y2•)2 + (Y•2 -- y22)2] (B7) 

In the case of the second term on the right-hand side of (B5) 
one obtains 

12 = E2[v]p2fl2e-•(,• +z2) 

2mY 2 exp - 2tY 2 

Evaluation of d • 

The first step is the evaluation of px(2)(17x, Yx' t2, Y2) in (A2)' 

px(2)(r• , Y•' r2, Y2) 

= ;1• Px'cx(2)(r•' yl' r2' Y2)Pc(•)(X) dx 2 

+ ff PX,cx•(•)(17•, Yl) 
Xl •X2 

ß PX,Cx2(1)(r2, y2)Pc(2)(Xl, X2) dxl dx 2 = I1 + 12 (B5) 

1 exp[ (Y21--X21)2q"(Y12--X22)2] ß _ • 

2fro -2 20 '2 dxxx dxx2 dx2x dx22 

which leads to 

12 = E2[v]p2fi2e-•(• (B8) 

This completes the evaluation of px(2)(rl, yl- r2, Y2) -- I1 + 
12 which when inserted into (A2) yields 

J• = H1 + H2 (B9) 

where H 2 is easily evaluated as 
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H2.__•,!E2[io]E2[v]p2•2e-I•(r•+r2)e-•(tt-rt)e-•(t2-r2) 
I (Zll - Yll)2 -•- (z12 - Y12)21 ß exp -- 2D 2 

I (Z21 -- Y21)2 -[- (Z22 -- Y22)21 ß exp -- 2D 2 .... dr• dyl dr2dy2 
= •[•(tl, Zl)3 ß •[•(t2, z2)3 (•10) 

The term H1 in (B9) is more complicated to evaluate 

E[v(v- 1)]pfi2E2[io] e-t•,te •(t•-•,) d'r• H i = 47•2o. 2 

ß e - •r2e - at(t2 - r2) d,r2 

ß 

exp -- 2D 2 
2 2 

I (221 -- Y21)2 -•- (222 -- Y22)2] ß exp -- 2D 2 

ß exp _ 4a 2 [(y•l y21) 2+(y•2--y22) 2] dyii dyi2dy2i dy22 
(s•) 

The time integrals are trivial' to solve the spatial integrals we 
first write the integral with respect to y• • as 

; I (zx•- Y•)2] expl (Y• - Y2•)2] - dyii 
exp -- 2D 2 4a2 

1 • (Y2•--Y•)2• 1 (B12) ß (2n)l/2D exp - 4a 2 (2•)•/2• a dyix 
The integrand of (B12) is now recognized as the product of a 
normal distribution fr•(Y•), with mean z•x and variance D 2, 
times a normal distribution fr•(Y2x- Yx•), with mean zero 
and variance 2a 2. Thus (B12) can be interpreted as the convo- 
lution of two normal densities which result in another normal 
density with new parameters obtained by addition' 

2nD•a ff• fr•(Y•x)fr•(Y:• - Y•) dy• 
= (2n)x/:( D: + 2a:)•/• exp - 2(D: + 

We now proceed with the integral with respect to Y2• in (Bll) 
which can be written as 

•2=•W• + 2• • o•P -2•sZ 2•J W • + 2• • 

(2/r)1/2 I (z21 -- y21)21 (2to)l/2 D dY2i (B14) (2tc)•/2 exp - 2D 2 ' 'j (2•r)l/"•----• • 
Equation (B14) can be intepreted as the convolution with re- 
spect to Y2• of two normal densities and thus 

eq.(94) dy21 = (D 2+a2)1/2 exp -- 4(D2+a2) j 
By symmetry the integrals with respect to Y•2 and Y22 in (Bll) 
yield 

• eq.(91) dyl2 dy22 
2•D2a [ (Z12- Z22)2• (B16) = (D 5 + a2)•/: exp -- 4(D2 + a2 )3 

Substituting (B 15) and (B 16) in (B 11) and carrying out some 
simplifications one obtains 

E[v(v- 1)]pfl2E2[io]ztD '• 
H1 -' (0•- ]•)2(D2 q- a 2) 

ß exp I- 4( D2 -I- (B17) 

From (B9) and (B 1) we have 

J, = H 1 + E[•(ti, zl)]E[•(t2, z2)] 
Ji + J2 '- E[•(ti, zl)' (t 2, Z2)1 

Therefore 

Cov E•(t,, z0, •(t2, Z2)] -- J2 q- H1 t• _> t 2 (B18) 
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